Navy Maintenance
Availability and Drydock
Optimization
Improving Readiness with Advanced Modeling
and Simulation

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION
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KEY BENEFITS
•

Automates existing manual process

•

Integrates disparate data

•

Delivers real-time information

•

Improves efficiencies and forecasting capabilities

•

Integrates into existing infrastructure/platforms

•

Provides flexible connection modalities

•

Enables overall fleet optimization and readiness

•

Delivers stable and predictable workloads to
ship builders and repairers and maintenance and
modernization organizations

About Noblis MSD

Our Areas of Expertise:

Noblis MSD, a Noblis subsidiary, is a recognized market leader
in U.S. Navy network design, operational readiness, system
modernization, lifecycle sustainment and system integration. As
a system developer through lifecycle maintenance, Noblis MSD
provides engineering, enterprise transformation and program
management, to help clients design solutions for operations and
maintenance. We identify and deploy new shipboard technologies,
integrate information technology across shipboard platforms,

Acquisition Modernization and Sustainment
Readiness
Enterprise IT, Systems Engineering and Cyber
Hull Mechanical and Electrical (HM&E) and
Combat Systems Engineering
Program Management and Strategic Consulting

implement cyber and advanced information technology systems
and develop strategies to support the Warfighter. Noblis MSD
leverages the depth and breadth of the entire Noblis family of
companies to deliver advanced capabilities to our clients.

Contact answers@noblis.org to schedule a demo or to learn how the Noblis MSD team can customize our
capabilities for your mission.
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